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Samenvatting

Dit rapport behandelt een probleem van patroonherkenning in een klasse van
neurophysiologische signalen met behulp van neurale netten.

In de vakgroep Medische Elektrotechniek van de Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven, wordt onder andere onderzoek verricht naar automatische herken
ning van karakteristieken in de auditieve evoked potential (AEP). Dit omdat
men aanwijzingen heeft dat er een mogelijk verband bestaat tussen veran
deringen in deze karakteristieken en de anesthesiediepte. Het uiteindelijke doel
is de ontwikkeling van een anesthesie diepte monitor.

Neurale netten zijn een krachtig gereedschap in met name de patroonherken
ning. In dit project wordt dan ook getracht om met behulp van deze netten het
AEP probleem (herkenning van karakteristieken in AEP) op te lossen.
Voorgaande studies op dit gebied hebben laten zien dat een multi-Iayer per
ceptron een goede kandidaat is voor de oplossing van dit probleem. Het multi
layer perceptron is als onderdeel van een groter neuraal net gebruikt om het
AEP probleem op te lossen. Dit aangepaste neurale net staat als Funnel
(trechter) net bekend. In het hier beschreven onderzoek tracht men het AEP
probleem op te lossen met behulp van dit Funnel net. Allereerst is onderzoek
gedaan naar de werking van het Perceptron, Multi-Iayer Perceptron en het Fun
nel net. Er is een kort literatuur onderzoek gedaan naar de relatie tussen de
middle latency AEP en de anesthesie diepte. Omdat een neuraal net trainings
data nodig heeft, is er naar een manier gezocht de AEP te modelleren en deze
gestyleerde AEP te gebruiken als trainings data voor het neurale net.
De middle latency AEP bestaat uit een groot aantal datapunten. Om de
hoeveelheid input data van het neurale net te beperken, is er een methode
gezocht om de AEP te comprimeren.
Uiteindelijk is er een aangepast Funnel net ontwikkeld, waarmee simulaties op
de gestyleerde AEP zijn uitgevoerd. De resultaten van deze simulaties zijn zeer
hoopvol en daardoor valt te verwachten dat het AEP probleem met een even
tueel aangepast Funnel net kan worden opgelost.



Summary

This report discusses a problem of pattern recognition in a class of neurophysio
logical signals with neural networks.

At the Division of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of
Technology research is done on automatic recognition of characteristics in the
Auditory Evoked Potential (AEP). This is done because there are indications
that there is a correlation between the changes in these characteristics and
depth of anaesthesia. The ultimate goal is the development of an anaesthetic
depth monitor.

Neural nets are powerful tools in for instance pattem recognition. The goal of
this project is trying to solve the AEP problem (recognition of characteristics in
the AEP) with help of these neural nets.

Prior studies in this field have shown that the multi-Iayer perceptron is a good
candidate for solving this problem. The multi-Iayer perceptron is used as part of
a larger neural net to solve the AEP problem. This particular combination of
neural nets is known as the funnel net. In the research described in this report
one tries to solve the AEP problem with use of this funnel net. Some research
on perceptrons, multi-Iayer perceptrons and the funnel net have been done and

a brief literature study on the relation between the middle latency AEP and the
anaesthetic depth has been done.

Because of the fact that a neural net needs training data, a way was inves
tigated to model the AEPs and to use these stylistic AEPs as training data for

the net. The middle latency AEP consists of a large number of samples. To
restrict the amount of input data to be presented to the neural net, research
was done to find a method to compress the AEPs.
Finally, an extended funnel net has been developed and some simulations on
stylistic AEPs have been done. The results are very promising and we therefore
expect that the AEP problem can possibly be solved with a modified Funnel net.
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1.Introduction

In the Anaesthetic Depth Project at the Division of Medica! Electrical En
gineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology, research is done to
develop methods for automatic measurement of anaesthetic depth.

During surgery a patient is undergoing anaesthesia 10 obtain depression of
several complex functions of the nervous system,

-depression of motoric functions (relaxation),
-depression of sensory input processing (analgesia),
-depression of autonomie reflexes,
-unconsciousness and amnesia.

lf the level of depression in the above mentioned first three aspects is not
adequate, the patient can suffer physiological damage.
Too little depression can lead to awareness during surgery or even 10 motorie
reflexes which can be very dangerous to the patient.
Too much depression however can cause unrecoverable damage to the patient.

lf one wants to be able to control the depression levels of the above mentioned
functions, one has to be able to monitor these depression levels.

Some effects, other than movement in response to incision are useful guides to
conduct anaesthesia (i.e. they are signs of the depression level).

-Eye signs (increasing pupil width).

-Blood pressure (decreasing arterial blood pressure).

-Pulse rate and heart rhythm.
-Respiration.
-Muscle relaxation.
-Sweating.

An anaesthetist 'reads' these signs and expresses them in an overall parameter
which is expected to be an estimation of the anaesthetic depth.

Nowadays, combinations of drugs are used 10 reach the desired depression of
the different functions separately. The control becomes more precise but,
because reflexes of the nervous system do not only depend on anaesthetic depth

but also on the used drugs, the determination of anaesthetic depth (with above
mentioned signais) becomes more difficult.
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Therefore the need for an anaesthetic depth monitor which is independent of
the drugs used arises.
In the anaesthetic depth project research is being done 10 develop such a
monitor.

One possible candidate for an anaesthetic depth monitor is found in the Audito
ry Evoked Potential (AEP) [Cluitmans, 1990].
An AEP is the response of the central nervous system 10 an acoustic stimulus.
Information about the stimulus is translated into a sequence of action poten
tials that are transmitted through the auditory nervous pathway to the centraI
nervous system.
An AEP can be extracted from the electroencephalogram (EEG) by averaging
periods of EEG activity measured after each of many acoustic stimuli.
Research is focusing on the correlation between the information in the AEP and
the anaesthetic depth.
It is shown that there might be a possible correlation, however this relation is
not known exactly [Cluitmans,1990].

Identifying characteristics in the AEP patterns is part of the research for
finding an anaesthetic depth monitor. Until now, this pattern recognition taak
has been performed by human experts, but for an anaesthetic depth monitor we
need an automatic pattern recognizer.
In the Anaesthetic Depth Project a substantial amount of research is being done
on Artificial Neural Nets and their possible role in this pattern recognition taak.
It has been shown that they can perform well to some extent in this pattern
recognition task. In this project some promising results are scored in recog
nizing a component in the Brainstem Auditory Potential [Habraken, 1990],
[Freriks,1991] .

This report describes the investigations made, and the work done in order to
gain insight in whether it is possible for a funnel het 10 recognize a characteris
tic peak in the middle latency AEP.
In chapter 2 a method is described to model an AEP. With this model it is
possible to make the stylistic AEPs that are needed for training an artificial
neural net.
Chapter 3 gives an introduction to neural nets. Here the theory of neural nets
is described and some examples of neural nets are given. Also, the funnel net is
described. The funnel net will therefore be subject to the study whether one can
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recognize patterns in the middle latency AEP automatically.
Chapter 4 descrihes a method for datareduction. The input data to the neural
net have to he reduced hecause there is not enough computer memory for
simulations of the funnel net on a personal computer. Because the datareduc
tion makes some changes in the way the AEP is presented to a funnel net, the
funnel net has to he modified. These modifications are presented in chapter 5,
where the extended funnel net is descrihed. Also, some simulations on stylistic
middle latency AEPs with the extended funnel net were done. In chapter 6 the
conclusions of the study are given.
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2.The auditory evoked potential

2.1 Introduction

The aim of the anaesthetic depth project, is the development of an anaesthetic
depth monitor independent of the drugs used.
One possible candidate for such a monitor is found in the auditory evoked
potential.
An auditory evoked potential (AEP) is a signal produced out of recorded electro
encephalograms (EEGs) during auditory stimulation.
Click stimuli with a specified intensity and duration are applied at a certain
rate 10 the ear and the EEG is recorded during this process. Each AEP is pro
duced from a large number (1000 or more) of EEG recordings over a certain
time interval after the stimulus is applied. EEG recordings are averaged to
eliminate the spontaneous EEG signal.
There are strong indications that arelation exists between the information in
the AEP and the anaesthetic depth [Cluitmans,1990].

2.2 The structure of the AEP

Usually one divides a 60 millisecond long AEP in two parts.
-The brainstem AEP from 0 to 10 milliseconds.
-The middle latency AEP from 10 to 60 milliseconds, often this part is also
called early cortical AEP (the latency of a component is the time passed after
the stimulus was applied ).

The brainstem AEP is the high frequency part of the AEP, it contains about 6
characteristic peaks numbered I trough VI. In our division work was done on
the recognition of peak V with the funnel net [Habraken,1991].
The middle latency AEP has lower frequency contents than the brainstem part,
and contains characteristic peaks denoted PO, NO, Pa, Na, Pb and Nb (see
Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 A typical auditory evoked potential.
hor. axis: time after the stimulus was applied
vert. axis : amplitude in arbitrary units

Trying to develop a monitor for the anaesthetic depth that makes use of the
middle latency auditory evoked potential gives reason to investigate which
components in the evoked potential could be a candidate determining the level
of anaesthetic depth. Therefore some literature was studied to get an overview
on this subject. The following section gives a short survey of the situation.

2.3 The AEP and depth of anaesthesia.

Recently, much research has been done and is done, on the effect of anaesthesia
on the components of the AEP.
Here we only discuss the effects of anaesthesia on the middle latency com
ponents of the AEP (10-60 milliseconds).

-The effects of 30% nitrous oxide [Masahiro, 1989].
The latencies and amplitudes ·of the Pa-Nb wave were measured and compared
with control values.
The amplitude of the Pa-Nb wave decreased (statistically significant) but the
latencies of the Pa-Nb wave did not alter during the inhalation of nitrous oxide.
Therefore it was concluded that 30% nitrous oxide slightly suppresses the
auditory cortex.

-The effects during induction of intravenous anaesthesia using midazolam,
diazepam and flunitrazepam [Schwender, 1990]
After induction of general anaesthesia using midazolam, diazepam and f1unitra-
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zepam, there was no increase in latencies of the peaks Na, Pa but a small
decrease in amplitudes of Na, Pa without statistical significance.

-The effect ofbenzodiazepines [Kochs, 1988]
Cortical evoked potential components are suppressed by benzodiazepines. The
amplitudes of Pa and Nb decreased after the administration of benzodiazepines.

-Effects of althesin [Thornthon, 1986]
There were dose-related changes in latency and amplitudes of waves Pa and
Nb, latencies increasing and amplitudes diminishing with increasing con
centrations of alphaxalone as measured in venous blood.

-Effects of halothane or enflurane [Thornthon, 1984]
Linear dose-related increases were seen in the latencies Pa,Nb with decreasing
amplitudes of Pa and Nb. The results show that halothane and enflurane delay
neural transmission along the cortical sections of the auditory pathway and
that the effects of these agents are approximately related to their known
anaesthetic potencies.

-Effects of isoflurane and nitrous oxide [Thornthon, 1989]
Changes from nitrous oxide to isoflurane produced marked reductions in ampli
tude and increased the latency of the early cortical waves Pa and Nb. These
changes were reversed partially by the subsequent re-administration of nitrous
oxide.
Analyses of the results showed large and significant decreases in the amplitude
of waves Pa and Nb for isoflurane compared with nitrous oxide, irrespective of
the period administered. Latencies for both waves were increased when the
patients received isoflurane; the change for Pa was significant.

-Effects of isoflurane and nitrous oxide isoflurane in cats [Cluitmans,1990]
The latencies of Na and Pa tend to increase with deeper levels of anaesthesia.
In spite of the limited amount of observations, ( 7 cats ) several of these trends
where statistically significant.
When compared to the baseline values, all amplitudes show a affmity to
decrease. This inclination is more pronounced for the middle latency com
ponents PO, Na and Pa. However, when comparing the anaesthesia levels with
another, it can be seen that with a few exceptions, there is hardly any sig
nificant difference between the amplitude parameters.
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-Effects of total intravenous propofol-alfentanyl anaesthesia [Cluitmans,1990].
Latencies tend to increase during anaesthesia when compared to the baseline
level. This effect is more prominent for the middle latency components Pa and
Nb. All middle latency AEP amplitudes decreased when compared to the
baseline values. There seems to be a preference for wave Na and Pa amplitudes
to decrease further for deeper levels of anaesthesia. However none of these
tendencies was significant.

Conclusions:
The studied anaesthetics all showed a decrease of the amplitude of the Pa, Nb
wave (although not all were significant).
It therefore could be possible to use the amplitude of Pa or Nb (or a com
bination of both) as a possible candidate for an anaesthetic depth measurement
monitor.

2.4 Stylistic auditory evoked potentials

Ir we want to train an artificial neural net to recognize patterns in an AEP, we
need lots of different AEPs as training material. Because we use supervised
training, the pattern we want to detect has to be known to the teacher and
therefore we need AEPs with targets to match as training material.
Instead of training the neural net with real AEPs we use stylistic AEPs. This is
done to gain insight in the behaviour of the neural net on 'simpie' AEPs, and for
the fact that lots of data become available . If the neural net can perform weU
on these stylistic AEPs we can make the step towards real AEPs.
To make patterns that resembie the AEP is only possible when we have statis
tical information about the peak (characteristics) distribution in the AEP and
how these peaks are connected to each other.
We have already seen that the brainstem part of the AEP has a higher frequen
cy content than the middle latency part (when neglecting the noise components
in the pattern).
We therefore choose to model the brainstem part of the AEP as linear connec
tions between randomly generated peaks (according to the statistical distribu
tion of the peaks). The middle latency part of the AEP is modeUed likewise.
However, instead of linear connections we take third order polynomes, because
these have a lower frequency content. As we want a continuous smooth curve to
describe the middle latency part, we have to interpolate between the charac
teristic points using an interpolation algorithm for smooth curves.
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To get smooth curves an interpolation method is used which will be explained
in the next section.
By doing so we create stylistic evoked potentials with known targets but

without the look of real evoked potentials. To give the stylistic patterns a 'noisy'
look, it is possible to add 'white, noise to the stylistic evoked potential (these
stylistic AEPs with noise bear a large resemblance with real AEPs).

2.5 Akima interpolation

In order 10 make the smooth curve through the generated peak points of the

stylistic evoked potential we use Akima interpolation.
We take this way of interpolation and don't make use of the often used spline

interpolation, because Akima interpolation prevents overshoots between the
interpolation points (see Figure 2.2).

• Datapoints
Spline

......... Akima

Figure 2.2 The difference between Akima and Spline
interpolation.

The difference between spline interpolation and Akima interpolation is, that in

Akima interpolation the second derivative doesn't have 10 be continuous.

As an interpolation function between data points we make use of a third order
polynome.

How does the Akima interpolation work ?

We define a sequence of points Yi that should be connected by a smooth line

that is constructed out of third order polynomes.

Datapoints are stored in
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and for the ith interval we define a polynome

P,(Xi) =A,+B,(x-xi) +C,(x-xl+D,(x-x,>3

(2.1)

(2.2)

We state the condition that the function should pass through the ith and the
i+lth datapoint.

P,(x,)=y,

P,(X'+l)=Y'+l
(2.3)

Besides this, the gradient of the functions in the data should have a certain
'rise' t (we return to this later).

P',(x,)=t,

P',(Xi+1)=ti +1

Thus we can compute the polynome-coefficients by

Ai=Yi
B,=t,

(2.4)

(2.5)

Di

t.+t. -2 Y'+l-Yi
1 1+1

Xi+1-X,

This way of computing the coefficients 15 known m literature as Hermite
interpolation.

Akima determines the rise ti at the ith point by using the two neighbouring
points.
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(2.6)

The heart of the Akima interpolation is the formula of the rise ti at point Xj.

Im'+l-m, /mH + ImH -m'_2Im,
t =----~-:------
, Im'+l-mi 1+ ImH -mi -21

Because we have to calculate N rises, we need 2 extrapolated points left and
right of the datapoint sequence. We calculate these points by using a second
order polynome and the three last datapoints. Herefore we state:

X3-X1=~-X_1 =X1-X_2

XN-XN-2=XN+1-XN-1 =xN+2-xN

(2.7)

Now all four coefficients of the N-1 polynomes are available and we can cal
culate these four points.

Y-2=(X_1-x_2)(tO-2t_1) +Y-1

YN+1 =(2tN_1-tN_2)(XN+1-XN) +YN

YN+2 =(2tN-tN_1)(XN+2 -XN+1) +YN+1

-10-
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o
Figure 2.3 The stylistic evoked AEP without noise
and with noise.

2.6 Statistics of the AEP

The statistic data we have about the AEP concerns the distribution of the
characteristic components in terms of mean and standard deviation for latencies
and amplitudes [Grundy,1982].
Therefore, the peaks of the stylistic AEP are generated by using an algorithm
that generates normally distributed data with two parameters; the mean and
standard deviation.
In the following tables one can find the statistics of AEPs reaching from 0 10 60
milliseconds.

Table 2.1 statistics of the AEP used for constructing stylistic AEPs

IComponent IMean Latency (ms) Isn I
I 1.62 0.12

11 2.80 0.19

111 3.75 0.17

IV 4.89 0.23

V 5.62 0.23

VI 7.14 0.29

VII 8.26 0.25
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NO 9.00 2.00

PO 12.0 2.00

Na 16.0 2.50

Pa 28.0 2.90

Nb 39.0 3.10

Pb 54.7 3.30

Table 2.2 statistics of the AEP used for constructing stylistic AEPs

IPos. Components IMean Ampl. (a.u.) lSD I
I 1.2 0.5

11 1.2 0.5

111 1.2 0.5

IV 1.2 0.5

V 2.5 0.5

VI 0.4 0.2

VII 0.2 0.1

PO 3.0 3.0

Pa 5.4 2.4

Pb 3.0 3.0

INeg Components IMean Ampl. (a.u.) IStdv. I
I -1.2 0.5

11 -1.2 0.5

111 -1.2 0.5

IV -1.2 0.5

V -1.2 0.5

VI -0.3 0.2
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NO -2.5 -3.0

Na -2.5 -2.0

Nb -3.0 -3.0
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3.Neural networks

3.1 Introduction

The modern computer, a machine with very fast processing elements (the
transistors) is a tooI often used in an environment where much computing
power is needed. This complex machine is designed in a very hierarchical way
and is in no way fault tolerant. Even one or a few defect transistors is enough
to make the machine useless.

The human brain consists of about 1012 neurons [Kandel,1981] which are richly
interconnected but are rather slow in processing. The human brain is very
robust and fault tolerant which is illustrated by the fact that many neurons die
every day, but the brain continues to function.

A computer is superior to the human brain il\, solving tasks where many cal
culations and processing of data is needed. To do this the computer needs to be
programmed. The human brain however, is not weU suited for this sort of
massive calculations. The yield of a brain is high in tasks like association,
evaluation and pattern recognition. This because the human brain is able to
learn how to do these tasks. The computer scores bad on these tasks and even
the development of faster computers could only cause marginal improvements.

Nowadays much research is done on so caUed artificial neural networks.
These artificial neural nets are networks that consist of dense interconnections
of simple computational elements. The term neural network implies that it was
originaUy aimed more towardsmodelling networks of real neurons in the brain.

However, the modeIs are extremely simplified when seen from a neurophysiolo
gical point of view.

Instead of performing a program in a computer, the neural network explores

many interrelated correlations between the input data and the target, using
many computational elements which are densely interconnected by links with
variabie weights. The high connectivity of the network implies that errors in a

few terms wiIl probably have few consequences for the performance of the net.
Therefore such a system can be expected to be robust and its performance
should degrade slowly in the presence of weight errors or signal noise.
It has been shown that artificial neural nets can perform weU in pattem
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recognition (examples can be found in [Gorman, 1991] [Sejnowski, 1987]). A
neural net is specified by its net topology, its node characteristics and its
learning rule and training rule.

There are many different parallel networks that we caU neural networks. We
can divide this coUection of neural networks into three categories.

-Neural networks of the supervised learning type, the neural net has to
compare its output to the known correct answer and receives feedback about
errors. One can say that the net is learning with a teacher, who teUs the
network what the right answers are. Examples of nets of these type are the per
ceptron, multi-Iayer perceptron, Hopfield network [Rumelhart,1986] [Hopfield,
1982].

-Neural networks of the unsupervised learning type that have no teacher; this
type must discover for itself patterns, features, regularities, categories and
correlations in the input data and code for them in the output. Therefore, the
processing elements and connections between them must display some degree of
selforganisation. Examples of these nets are the Kohonen net, Adaptive Reso
nance Theory networks (ART1 and ART2) [Kohonen,1982] [Carpenter, 1987].

-Neural networks of the reinforcement learning type, here the neural net has
feedback, but this feedback is not instructive. For example in extreme cases the
feedback only gives information ü the output is right or wrong. One can say the
neural net is learning with a critic as opposed to learning with a teacher.
In these type of neural nets there is no gradient information in terms of a cost
function, because of the fact that no information is given about what the right
output should be. It is therefore important that there is a sourceof randomness
in the network (weights are adjusted according to a stochastic theorem ), so the
space of possible outputs can be explored until a correct output is found.
[Barto,1985] [Thatachar,1985] [Hinton,1986].

In this paper only the Perceptron and multi-Iayer Perceptron are mentioned as
tools for the recognition of characteristic patterns in the auditory evoked
potential. .
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3.2 The neural net processing element

The processing element of the neural net, often called neuron, is the basis of
every neural net.

y

Figure 3.1 A schematic
neuron.

Figure 3.2 An ar
tificial neuron.

In Figure 3.1 a schematic drawing of a typical neuron is shown.
One can see the tree-like networks of nerve fibres called dendrites, these are

connected to the cell-body or soma, they are the inputs of the neuron.

Every neuron has one output called axon, this can be split into a number of
branches thus creating possibilities for connecting more neurons to each other.
Dendrites of a neuron make contact 10 axons of neurons through synapses.

These synapses occur in two kinds:
-Excitatory synapses that raise the activity level of a neuron.

-Inhibitory synapses that lower the activity of a neuron.
When the activity level of a neuron exceeds a certain threshold, the neuron

generates an action potential (the output signaD; we say the neuron fires. The

action potential then branches out through the axonal arborization to synaptic

junctions to other cells.
Mer firing, the cell can't fire again within a certain time interval. This interval
is called the refractory period.

The processing elements or neurons used in an artificial neural net are model
led according 10 biological neurons. Such a processing element is depicted in

Figure 3.2.

The modelled neuron computes a weighted sum of inputs from other units and

passes the result 10 a nonlinearity.
Ir the nonlinearity is a hard limiter the neuron fires only if the value of

summed inputs exceeds a threshold level 8.
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Every processing element can he characterised hy its threshold and the non
linearity used.

An example of a nonlinearity or activation function IS the frequently used
sigmoid function (see Figure 3.3).

If we choose a nonlinearity g(..) we can model the processing element according
10 the following equation:

N-l

Y=g(L W,xi-8)
1=0

1

g(x)

0"""=='=-- -------'
-00 x 00

Figure 3.3 The sigmoid activation
function.

3.3 The perceptron

g(x)
1

(3.1)

(3.2)

The perceptron is a nonlinear summing element usually used with a supervised
learning algorithm. It has N inputs and one output.
Figure 3.2 shows a perceptron and in this example the notation is defmed that
will he used further on in this thesis.
We call the inputs ;i and the output O.
The computation is descrihed hy:
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O=g(h)=g(E Wi~i)
i

(3.3)

g(h) is the activation function of the perceptron units.
In formula 3.3 the threshold is modelled as wo!;o but we can treat it as an input
node permanently c1amped at -1. If we do so, the equation can be transferred 10:

N N

O=g(E Wi~i)=g(Ewi~i-e)
i=O i=l

(3.4)

With threshold S. When using a continuous nonlinear activity function (for
example a sigmoid) one cannot speak of a threshold, therefore we eaU the term

bias instead.

If we choose a hard limiter as activation function, we use the following equa
tions:

g(h)=sgn(h)

N

O=sgn(E wi~i-e)
i=l

Therefore

N

0=+1 if E wi~i~e
i=l
N

0=-1 if EWi~i<e
i=l

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

These equations show that the perceptron creates decision regions with the
decision region boundary described by:

(3.8)

which is a hyperplane in a N dimensional space.

Wheil we treat the inputs and weights as vectors .s. and w we can say the

following:
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The hyperplane divides the N dimensional space in two parts.
Some inputs ~ are in that part were ~.~~8 and other inputs are in the part
were w.~<8.

A perceptron creates decision regions by dividing a N dimensional space into
regions separated by a (N-l) dimensional plane. In case of a 2 input perceptron,
the hyperplane then becomes a line.
From the foregoing one can conclude that the perceptron constructs a decision
region by finding a proper ~. In this case this ~ is found by training the
perceptron according to a perceptron learning algorithm.

Perceptrons are not able to construct decision regions for all kinds of input
output problems.
A condition for solvability of a problem by a perceptron is whether that problem
is linearly separabie or not. In other words, is it possible 10 find a hyperplane in
the input space that separates the different target patterns from another ?

An example of a problem that cannot be solved by a Perceptron is the XOR pro
blem. Here the target patterns are placed in such a way that it is impossible to
find a linear separator.

eo e:J
Figure 3.4 The process of creating
decision regions.

D ./
.,/'

(0,1) .,/

"",

,-",

el .,/..

(0.0> (lp) Meo .. L......,f

Figure 3.5 The XOR problem.

N-SO
x

D

In the XOR-problem we have two binary inputs 10 the perceptron.
The task the perceptron has 10 learn is to construct the exclusive or of the two
inputs. However, it is impossible for the perceptron because it has only one
linear separator that has 10 divide the input pairs according to the problem (see
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Figure 3.5). It is obvious here that such a region does not exist because at least
two linear separators are needed to succeed.

In Figure 3.4 one can see how a perceptron is able in finding a linear separator
that discriminates between two different 'objects' (x and 0). First, the perceptron
starts with a decision region that is randomly placed in the space (N=0), after 2
learning steps the separator is placed somewhat better in the space. After 50
learning steps the perceptron has found a decision region that divides the two
different 'objects' perfectly.
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3.4 The multi-Iayer perceptron

The multi-Iayer perceptron (MLP) is a network constructed out of many
perceptrons.
A layer of the MLP is defined as a row of identical nodes (see Figure 3.6).
The layers of the MLP that have no direct connections to the outside world, i.e.
they contain no input- or output nodes, are called hidden layers.
An important aspect of the MLP is that the limitations of a simple perceptron
do not have to apply whenever the MLP has hidden layers.
Although the power of multi-Iayer networks was realized long ago, it was only
discovered 'recently' how to make them learn a particular function. This can he
done hy using a method called hackpropagation [Rumelhart,1986].

In the Figure 3.6 one can see a multi-Iayer perceptron. Here a 5 node input
layer is constructed that has forward connections to all the hidden nodes in the
hidden layer, and also the hidden nodes are fully connected to the two output
nodes. In the illustration the notation is defined that will he used further on in
this thesis.

the multi-layer perceptron

'k
W

jk

v.
J

w..
IJ

o
i

input layer

bidden layer

output layer

= neuron

o = input node

"'" = weight

Figure 3.6 An example of a multi-Iayer perceptron.
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3.5 Backpropagation

The backpropagation algorithm was invented independently by several resear
chers [Bryson, 1969], [Werbos,1974], [Parker,1985], [Rumelhart,1986].
The algorithm gives a prescription for changing the weights in any feed-forward
network to learn sets of input-output pairs {;,tj.

The algorithm makes use of a gradient descent learning method 10 minimise a
cost function or error measure. An example of a cost function is

1~ 1& 01& 2E[w]=-L (Ct - t)
2 11&

(3.9)

E[w] is a positive function, it goes to zero as we approach a satisfying weight
structure (solution).
The value of the cost function depends only on the weights wij and the actual
pattern (pattern number).

Given the cost function E[w], we can obtain an optimal set of weights (wijs) by
sliding downhill on the error surface defined in the ~ space.
The gradient descent algorithm suggests changing wij by an amount AWij
proportional to the gradient of E at the present location, but in opposite
direction.

oE
äw =-,,-

~ Bw
IJ

with '1 the so called learning rate.

(3.10)

Consider a two layer perceptron and with a notation convention like in Fig. 3.6.

Output units are denoted 0i, hidden units by Yï and input nodes by ;k' There
are connections Wjk from the input units 10 the hidden units and wij from the
hidden units 10 the output units.
Note that the index i always refers to an output unit, j to hidden one and k to
an input node.
At the input nodes, the input patterns are presented withp the label of the
patterns.
Given a patternjr, hidden unit j receives an input
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(3.11)

and produces an output

(3.12)

output unit i thus receives

and produces an output

O,=g(hr>=g(E wvV;)
J

=g(E wuB(E Wjk~:»
J k

(3.13)

(3.14)

in these equations the thresholds are modelled as an input node (index 0) that
is clamped at -1 and the according weight is the threshold (or bias ).

The cost function now becomes

(3.15)

which is a continuous differentiable function of every weight.
Thus, gradient descent can be used 10 learn appropriate weights.
For the hidden- to output connections the gradient descent ruIe gives

4w =U

(3.16)

with ~ ~=g'(hr) [Cr -Orl

For input 10 hidden connections we must differentiate with respect to the wjk's.
Using the chain rule we obtain
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aE aE av;
.Awjk=-11-=-11E--

&vjl; 11 av; &vjk

=11E [Cr -Or]g'èhi>w~'(h;)~r
lIi

=11E tJrw~'(h!)~r
lIi

=11E tJ;~r
lIi

with tJ;=g'(h!)E wijtJr
i

(3.17)

So the weight update rules are of the same form, only with different defmitions
for the delta rules.
It is easy to derive the generalised multi-Iayer result from the above example,
simply by further application of the chain rule.

In general we find a backpropagation update rule with the following form

(3.18)

where input and output refer to the two ends p and q of the connections
concerned and V stands for the appropriate input-end activation from a hidden
unit or an input.
The meaning of ö depends on the layer concerned.

If we update the weights after all patterns have been presented to the net, we
speak of batch mode learning. Another possibility is 10 update the weights each
time a pattern is presented. Then the cost function is decreased after every step
(for small enough ll) and lets successive steps adapt 10 the local gradient. In the
latter method, if patterns are presented in random order, the path through
weight space becomes stochastic, allowing wider exploration of the cost surface.

Usually à sigmoid is used as activation function

g(h)=_1_
1+e-N'h

with N being a nonlinearity factor.
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Just like the single perceptron, the multi-Iayer equivalent creates decision
boundaries when learning a classification problem.
However, the MLP can create more regions to make a better linear separation.
Arelation between the number of input nodes n, the number of hidden nodes H
and the maximum number of linearly separable regions M was derived by
Mirchandari [Mirchandari,1989]

M(H,n) =t (H)
k=O k

where (~)=o for H<k (3.20)

In Figure 3.7 one can see some decision regions, for separating two input
classes, created by a multi-Iayer perceptron after a number of learning steps.
Here the objects are separated by lines in such a way that there is only one
class of objects in every space bounded by these lines.

D
o

o
o

o

o

o

Figure 3.7 A solved classification problem.

Because the backpropagation algorithm is of great importance, the step by step
algorithm is given for a M layer network were the patterns are presented to
the net and the weights are adjusted after each pattern .
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Definitions:
Vim is output of ith unit in layer m.
ViO=;i is the input of node i.
W ümis weight from connection Vt-1 to Vim

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

STEP 5:

initialise the weights {including the thresholds) 10 small random
values between 0 and 1.

choose a pattern;k and apply it 10 the input of the net.

J1=~: for all k

propagate the signal forward through the network using

Vt=g(htj=g(L, W;V;-l)
j

for each i and m until final outputs have been
calculated.

calculate the deltas for the output layer

[,~=g'(ht
M

)[cr-VtM]

by comparing the actual outputs ViM with the desired
outputs ~ .

compute the deltas for the preceding layers by propagating the
errors backwards

..m-l_ '(hm-l)~ m..m
Ut -g t LJ wji Uj

J

STEP 6: use

10 update all connections.

STEP 7: go back 10 step 2 and repeat following steps for
next pattern.
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3.6 The funnel net

The funnel net is a combination of multiple artificial neural nets, developed for
a special pattern-recognition task; it has to detect the place of a certain feature

in the input pattern.

More exact, the funnel net is a combination of perceptrons or multi-Iayer

perceptrons that are used sequentially according to an algorithm.
Because a single (multi-Iayer) perceptron did not achieve satisfactory results for

our application, this method of pattern recognition was developed by Habraken
[Habraken,1991]. He showed that this net could perform weIl in the recognition

of peak V in a brainstem auditory evoked potential.

3.6.1 The funnel algorithm

The funnel net has to detect the place of a certain feature in the input pattern.
This place is called the target sample, and in this report the target is the
latency of the component Pa of the AEP.

Every (multi-Iayer) perceptron of the funnel net makes the decision whether the

target sample is to be found in the first half or the second half of the input

pattern of the neural net. When it has made this decision, it discards that part
where the target sample is not expected to beo However it does not throw away

the whole part, but only a certain fraction of it. Then, the remaining part is

passed to the following level and the same process takes place again.

Thus, after every level some part of the input pattern is thrown away. An array
NumDisD contains this number of discarded samples.

For the funnel net the following relation between the number of input nodes

(Width) for a level and the number of discarded samples is:

Wulth[ll =Wulth[i -1] -NumDis[ll
Wulth[O] =ninp

O<i<noutp (3.21)

Where noutp is the number of levels and ninp is the number of input nodes
(samples).

It is trivial that we cannot throw away more nodes than we have. Furthermore

do we expect the last remaining sample to be the target sample we want to

detect.

Thus:
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No.Lnal.r

E NumDis[ll=ninp-l
1=0

(3.22)

In addition, we can't eliminate more nodes than half the number of input nodes
per level. When throwing away exactly half the nodes after every level the al·

gorithm turns into the binary output structure.

u D· [n Wulth[i]num IS 'J~--"":":"

2
O~i<noutp (3.23)

The values of NumDisD may be chosen arbitrarily, however we don't allow the

algorithm to become the binary output structure. Therefore, the values of
NumDis[] have to comply to the following rule.

NumDis[ll ~Wulth[ll ~ NumDis[ll
4 3

Here the limits of the width are chosen arbitrarily.

(3.24)

How does the funnel net determine the latency of a target in an input pattern ?
In the following figure (figure 3.8 ) one can see the actions of the funnel net

when searching for the target latency. The first example gives an input pattern

(the bars on top of the input nodes. The target sample of the pattern is the

black bar) and the funnel net makes the decisions according to the funnel al·
gorithm.

The second example shows the same, however here the funnel net makes a

mistake that can be corrected by following levels.

In the first example in every level the decision is made whether the target

sample (black bar) is expected in the first half or second half of the input to the

net. When the target sample is found in the first half, the output of the net is

zero. Otherwise, the output of the net is one. In the following level a number of
input samples is discarded Oike specified in NumDisD, in this example this is

always one). These samples are discarded on the first half side of the pattern

when the preceding output was a one. When the previous output was zero, the

samples are discarded on the second half of the net.

The latency of the target sample is then formed out of the binary code the
funnel net has formed by applying this way of processing multiplied with the

according number of discarded samples that are specified in NumDisD (in these

examples 1). For example when having the code 010101 the target latency is 3.
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However, if the array NumDisD has other elements than one, the latency target
is formed by multiplying these numbers of discarded samples with the cor
responding outputs of the funnel net.
An example would be : NumDis=[5,3,2,1,1] and [0,1,1,0,1] is the output of the
funnel net then the latency target is:
0*5+1*3+1*2+0*1+1*1=6.

In the second example one can see that the funnel net is capable of correcting
errors it made in foregoing levels.
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Figure 3.8 Example of the funnel algorithin without error correction and
with error correction.
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4. Datacompression

4.1 Introduction

Pattern recognition in middle latency auditory evoked potentials with an ar
tificial neural net means that we have to use the sampled AEP as an input to
the net. Our AEPs are sampled at a rate of 5 kHz and reach from 0 to 60 mil
liseconds.
We have 300 datapoints as input to the neural net which for simulation purpose
is a large amount of data on a personal computer, because the neural net will
become very large. Therefore, one has to find a way to compress the data in
such a way that the amount of input data becomes realistic and manageable by
a neural net.

Suppose a pure sinusoid signal is being transmitted through a medium of some
sort.
Then the signal can be transmitted as a sampled waveform, with each sampled
datapoint being sent in a sequential manner.
Intuitively one can say; the more number of points are transmitted, the better
the reconstruction of the waveform.
However, it is well known that all it takes to construct a deterministic sinusoid,
is the magnitude, phase,frequency and starting point. So, instead of transmit
ting a massive number of highly correlated sampled values, it is enough to
transmit only the five not correlated values to construct the signa!.

In literature is proved that a neural net can learn every function when having
enough hidden nodes [Kolmogorov,1957]. This means that such a net can also
learn to reconstruct the original signal out of the compressed signal, because
the compression will be modelled by functions. Therefore, it must be possible for
a neural net to extract the desired information from the compressed signal only.
One can then use this compressed AEP as an input to the artificial neural net
instead of the original one.

Three ways of data-reduction methods are described. Two rather briefly and the
one actually used in more detail.
The datareduction methods are in fact linear transformations similar to the
wen known Fourier or Laplace transforms (Fourier transformation was not used
for this study because of its limited compression performance [Rao,1990]).
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4.2 The transform in genera!

The Transforms are linear transforms for random data.
When having a sequence of random data one can try 10 find basisvectors that
can describe the datasequence (vector) by means of a linear combination of
these basisvectors.

When we have the basisvectors ~ and the datavector ~ we can expand x in
terms of~s.

N-l

.t=EX!1.
1=0 I

.t=[x(O),x(l),...,x(N-l)f

4.3 The Karhunen-Loéve Transform

(4.1)

The Karhunen-Loéve Transform calculates these basisvectors out of the
autocovariation matrix (Toeplitz matrix) of the data.
Then the transformation is done by replacing the data by the coefficients that
are the linear combinations of basisvectors (see formula 4.2).

We can formulate the problem as follows:
Given a random vector ~ find a set of basis vectors ~'s i=O,...,N-l, in such a
way that the error of a truncated representation is minimized in MSE sense.
We proceed by writing the truncated representatión of x as given by:

D-l

:ï=EX~
1=0 1

(4.2)

where D is the number of coefficients we take along ( D<N and N the maximum
of coefficients).
The MSE in the truncation (4.2) is given by
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,(
N-l N-l )]

= LX~ltLX~,
I=D I=D

Where E is the expectation operator and (.,.) denotes the inner product.
Assuming that the basis functions are orthonormal, so that

(4.3)

~,&)= 1
= 0

for k=m

for k'l:l
(4.4)

and that x is real, we obtain

This can be reduced further to

N-l

=:E ~~ElJ~7)~,
I=D

Ir we define the auto-covariance matrix of the random vector as

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

and minimizes the quantity in (4.6) by a proper choice of basis vectors one
obtains

leading to the equation:

(4.8)

(4.9)

Here we introduced the Lagrange multiplier i for the constraint and [IN] is the
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N*N identity matrix.
We note that [A] is symmetrie and positive semidefinite .
Thus, the minimization of the MSE in the truncated representation of x leads
directly to the eigenvalue problem (4.9).
The set of basis vectors that can describe the vector ~ in an optimal way is then
found by:

[![J =[~'·~1 '···'.N-l]

AntI

[JU -1[A] [JU =diag[J1o,J1l'...,J1N-l]

(4.10)

Where the set of basis vectors ~} form the basis for the Karhunen-Loéve
Transform.

From literature is known that this transformation is optimal in mean square
error terms in error compression. Also, the data signal is decorrelated in the
transform domain. Further, the total representation entropy of the sequence is
minimal. But the most important feature is, that the transformation contains
most varianee (energy) of the data sequence in the fewest number of transform
coefficients.

4.4 The Walsh-Hadamard Transform

The Walsh-Hadamard Transform uses discrete sampled square waves as
basisvectors for the transformation (all these vectors are orthogonal).

In the Fourier Transform one is describing the signal in terms of sinus and
cosines components, the Walsh-Hadamard Transform is describing the signal in
terms of square wave components.
Because of the fact that the datavectors are discrete we need discrete square
waves to describe the data signa!.

The matrix of basisvectors for eight-point datavectors is constructed as follows.
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1

~=1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 (4.11)

1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1

1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1

1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1

where each row is a basisvector ~. The first basisvector is a straight line with
amplitude one. The next vectors are higher frequency square waves.
Therefore, the coefficient vector (Transform) is described by

X=~ (4.12)

The performance in MSE sense and signal to noise ratio of the Walsh-Hada

mard is less compared to the Karhunen-Loéve Transform because of the fact
that this way of describing a signal is not optimal in MSE sense.
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4.5 The Discrete eosine Transform

We will start by recalling the definition of the Fourier transform.
Given a function x(t) for -oo<t<oo its Fourier transform is given by

1 -

X«(,)5FlX(t)]=( 2~)"2[x(t)e-Jr.>tdt (4.13)

here j2=_1 and w=23tf is the radian frequency with f the frequency in Hertz.

The function x(t) can be recovered by the inverse Fourier transform

1 -

X(t)5F-1[X«(a»]=( 2~)"2 [X«(a»elr.>td(a)

if x(t) is defined for ~O onIy, we can construct a function y(t) given by:

(4.14)

y(t)=x(t)
=x(-t)

Then

if t~O

if t~O

J'ly(t)] =( 2~ )~(Ix(t)e -I"'dt + Ix( -t)eI"'dt]
1-

=(_1)"2Jx(t)[e-Jr.>t+elr.>~dt
21t 0

1-

=(~)"2Jx(t)cos((a)t}dt
21t 0

We can now define this as the Fourier eosine transform of x(t) given by

(4.15)

(4.16)

Noting that Xe(w) is an even function of w, we can apply the Fourier inversion to

obtain
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1-

y(t)=X(t)=F;1[XC(c...»]=(~)2!Xc(c...»eos(c...>t)dc...> (t~O)
2n 0

(4.17)

Ir we take the discrete version of the Fourier Cosine transfonn, we find a
Discrete Cosine Transfonn (DCT).

We have seen in formula 4.16 that the Fourier Cosine Transform has akernel
given by

(4.18)

up to a normalisation constant.

Let wm=2mnöf and tn=nöt be the sampled angular frequency and time, respec
tively, n and mintegers then:

(4.19)

Ir we further let öföt=l!(2N) N an integer then

(4.20)

is a discrete Fourier Cosine kernel.

if we regard this kernel as elements in an (N+1) by (N+1) transform matrix,
denoted by rMl then the m,nth element of this matrix is

(
nmn)[M]IJIII=cos N m,n=O,l,...,N (4.21)

When we apply rMl to a column vector 1Ç,=[x(O)...X(N)]T we obtain the vector
X=[X(O)...X(N)]T in such a way that X=[Mlx

where

N

X(m)=E eoJ nmn )rfn) m=O,l,...,N
11=0 "\ N r'

The vector is said to have undergone a discrete transform.
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Since Inversion is part of transform processing in general, nonsingular matrices
are usually preferred.
However, there are discrete transforms that are singular or non invertible.
In practice, if the nonsingular matrix is real and orthogonal, its inverse is easily
obtained as its transpose.
These unitary transform matrices have a preeminent place in the digital signal
processing field.
For digital signal processing purposes following DCT-kemel is used:

(4.23)

k = 1m

1k =-
m {i

if m""O or N

if m=O or N

We note that this kernel is a Discrete Cosine Transform kernel first reported by
Ahmed, Natarajan and Rao [Ahmed,1974].
So the Discrete Cosine Transform matrix [QJmn for transforming vectors con
taining 8 elements becomes

0.354 0.354 0.354 0.354 0.354 0.354 0.354 0.354

0.490 0.416 0.278 0.098 -0.098 -0.278 -0.416 -0.490

0.462 0.191 -0.191 -0.462 -0.462 -0.191 0.191 0.462

0.416 -0.098 -0.490 -0.278 0.278 0.490 0.098 -0.0416
[Q=

0.354 -0.354 -0.354 0.354 0.354 -0.354 -0.354 0.354

0.278 -0.490 0.098 0.416 -0.416 -0.098 0.490 -0.278

0.191 -0.462 0.462 -0.191 -0.191 0.462 -0.462 0.191

0.098 -0.278 0.416 -0.490 0.490 -0.416 0.278 -0.098

and the transform vector X is calculated by

X=[Q&:

the inverse calculation becomes then

or in other notation form
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Forward:

X(m) =(.!)~kmE x(n)cos[ (2n +l)mTt ]
N ft~ 2N

reverse:

x(n)=(.!)~E kmX(m)COJ (2n + l)mTt ]
N m~ 1 2N

m=O,l,...,N-l

n=O,l,...,N-l

(4.27)

k = 1lil

1
k =-

lil {ï

ij m,n~O

ij m,n=O

It should be mentioned that some properties of the DCT are more complex than
those for Fourier Cosine Transform (e.g. convolution and shift property).
However these properties are not important for our application.
For more details according the DCT one could turn to [Rao, 1990]

In spite of the fact that the Karhunen-Loéve Transform is optimal in MSE
sense, it has the disadvantage of massive difficult calculations (autocovariance
matrix, eigenvectors). Therefore this transform is not used.

In [Rao, 1990] is shown that the Discrete Cosine Transform is a good approxi
mation for the Karhunen-Loéve Transform.
Therefore the Discrete Cosine Transform will be used as a datacompression
transformation in this study.
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4.6 Datacompression on AEPs

How is the Discrete Cosine Transform used to compress the AEP?
The AEP consists of 300 samples which covers the time between 0 and 60
milliseconds after the stimulus was applied. One can divide the data in parts of
8 samples and use these parts as input vectors for the DCT (37*8=296 data
samples used from AEP).
When transforming 8 samples 10 its DCT coefficients, its energy is s10red in 8
coefficients which are given in order of small to high frequency content of the
samples. Because the middle latency AEP is of low frequency content, one can
expect the coefficients 10 become smaller in line (and therefore the most energy
is s10red in the first coefficients). Therefore one can neglect a few high frequen
cy coefficients (the last ones in line), without introducing many noise (error).
However this doesn't hold for the brainstem part of the AEP (this has a higher
frequency content) and neglecting coefficients here can introduce large errors.
Nevertheless datacompression is reached by neglecting a number of coefficients
of the higher frequencies. This compression is done on all the data parts of the
10tal AEP and this compressed AEP will then be used as input signal 10 a
neural net.

We define the compression rate in percentage as follows:
the neglected coefficients divided by the number of samples (8) multiplied by
100. When using 1 coefficient out of 8 one compresses the data by 87.5% (one

then only keeps the first coefficients i.e. the DC component of the signal parts).

When we want to make a comparison between two or more ways of datacom

pression, we want some numeric data of the performance of the datacompres
sion. Therefore the mean square error and the signal 10 noise ratio are intro
duced as a quality factor for the datacompression.
The mean square error is defmed as:

(4.26)

and the signal 10 noise ratio as:
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(4.27)

where x is the original data and y the backtransform of the compression
coefficients.

In the following figures (Figure 4.1 to 4.6) some performances are seen.

In Figure 4.1 one can see the performance of the DCT without datareduc
tion.The mean square error is very low and the according signal to noise ratio
big. Therefore, we can conclude that the transformation is capable of represen
ting the datasignal with high quality.

In Figure 4.2 the DCT with a datareduction of 50% is shown. Here the brain
stem of the AEP is distorted the most. However, all the characteristic peaks are
recognizable and the signa! to noise ratio is acceptable (brainstem components
are distored in a minor way).

In Figure 4.3 the DCT with datareduction of 75% can't reconstruct the brain
stem characteristics from the transform coefficients. However, the middle
latency components are represented well enough for a pattern recognition task.

The Walsh-Hadamard Transform (WHT) without datacompression is not shown
because its performance is almost equivalent with the DCT without datacompr
ession.

Figure 4.4 shows the WHT with 50% datacompression. Here we can see that
characteristics of the AEP are represented well. However, the performance is
less compared with the DCT with 50% datareduction (mean square error of
1.27E-2 is greater than with DCT and signa! to noise ratio is lower than with
DCT).

In Figure 4.5 we see that the WHT performance with 75% datareduction is
almost the same as with his DCT equivalent (in terms of M8E and signa! to
noise ratio).
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Figure 4.6 shows the WHT with 87.5% datareduction. In fact here one coef
ficient is used to represent eight datasamples. Therefore, it gives only the
average of 8 samples for every signal part (every signal part is 8 samples long).
Here the DCT and WHT are therefore exactly the same and they give only the
DC value of every signal part. However brainstem components are 10tally lost
one has information about maxima and minima in the middle latency part of
the AEP (in terms of latencies with a precision of 8 samples).

Because the performance of the Discrete Cosine Transform is better than the
Walsh-Hadamard Transform (or in some ways equivalent), we choose DCT as a
linear transform with datareduction capability as a preprocessing on the AEP.
Therefore, the input to the neural net is not the original AEP but the coef
ficients of the DCT (or a fraction of the 10tal coefficient amount when using
datareduction).
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Figure 4.1 Performance of the 8 coefficient DCT.
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Figure 4.2 Performance of the 4 coefficient DCT.
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Figure 4.3 Performance of the 2 coefficient neT.
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Figure 4.4 Performance of the 4 coefficient WHT.
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Figure 4.5 Performance of the 2 coefficient WHT.
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Figure 4.6 Performance of the 1 coefficient WHT.
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5.The modified funnel net

5.1 Introduction

The input of the neural net is not a continuous function in time, but a sequence
of time windows containing coefficients of the neT, therefore we can not use
the funnel net in its traditional way. We have 10 make some modifications to
the net concerning the method of target-Iatency search.

5.2 The extended funnel net

In the traditional funnel net we had a continuous input sequence of time
samples and we made decisions whether the target sample was expected 10 be
found in the first half or second half of the input data.
Mter this step we discarded a certain part of the half in which the target was
not expected to beo After that, we repeated these steps with the input data left.
Therefore, it was possible 10 correct a false decision in some later level of the
funnel net.
When applying the time windows we make the same decision concerning the
question whether the target is expected to be in the first or second half of the
input data. However, when discarding inputs where the target is not expected
10 be, we throw away time windows, therefore discarding inputs corresponding
with 8 samples.
When reaching the situation where only two time windows remain, the window
that is not expected 10 possess the target is thrown away.
Therefore, we cannot make a determination of the target latency with an
accuracy of one sample, but only with an accuracy of 8 samples (l time win
dow).
In order to determine the target with an accuracy of one sample we need
another step.

We know that the target sample has to lay in a time sequence of 8 samples.
Therefore we now take a window with length of minimal 8 samples that we
place over the original AEP (not transformed data).
The samples contained in this window will now be input 10 a second funnel net
that determines the target latency offset.
The target latency is the sum of the target latency of the frrst and second
funnel net.
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Figure 5.1 The extended funnel network.
left : analyses of compressed data (stage 1)
right: analyses of uncompressed data (stage 2)

Because the first funnel net can make false decisions concerning the expected
target, we make the window for the offset latency search of the second funnel
net larger than 8 samples. And thus creating the possibility for the second
funnel net to correct false decisions made in the fITst funnel net.
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5.3 Simulations on the extended funnel net

In this section some results of funnel net simulations on a personal computer
are presented.

Each simulation starts with the training of the neural net. The aim of this
training is learning how to detect the peak Pa in a middle latency AEP.
Therefore, some patterns with stylistic AEPs and corresponding targets are
presented to the neural net. Mer many learning iterations the net is able to
recognize the target samples of the learning patterns ( the reached performance
depends on the number of learning steps and the error criterium ).
If the neural net is trained, we present test patterns as input.
Whether a trained neural net has made a good generalisation of the learning
problem depends on the performance on these test patterns.

All presented results of the simulations are accompanied by the input parame
ters of the simulated funnel net.
It should be mentioned that the simulations took place with stylistic input data
only (stylistic AEPs).

We define the number of hidden nodes as the number of nodes in hidden layer 1
followed by the number of nodes in hidden layer 2 and so on. Ir we have only 1
layer there are no hidden layers; the number of hidden layers is O.
For example [0,2:4] means that level one is a perceptron with no hidden nodes
and level 2 has 2 hidden nodes in layer 1 and 4 hidden nodes in layer 2. Layer
3 has only 1 node because the funnel net levels always has only 1 node as an
output node.

The number of hidden nodes in the levels of the first simulation are all zero.
During a simulation report files are constructed which give information .on the
error distribution for the training patterns. Ir a simulated net makes many

errors on a training pattern at a particular level, one can suspect that this level
has not enough hidden nodes to perform. The number of hidden nodes of a level
is therefore chosen according to the number of errors made at the according
level of a simulation.
A simulation is stopped whenever the number of iteration steps are done, or at

an early stage if the maximum error is less than a certain value ( error
criterium ).
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The report files, the simulations and the funnel net simulation program
(including the C source code) are available at the Division of Medical Electrical
Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology.

In simulation 1, 50 training patterns are presented to the net. These patterns
are all without noise and are 75% compressed with the DCT. Both the neural
net stages (see figure 5.1) have no hidden nodes. The 50 test patterns have no
noise. The funnel net scored a 100% recognition if a 5 sample deviation of the
target is allowed (here only a 3 sample deviation is achieved).

In simulation 2 we use the same training patterns and test patterns. However
now the funnel net has in level 3,4 and 9 of stage 1, 4 hidden nodes.
In stage 2 the funnel net has 4 hidden nodes in level 5,6 and 7.
The funnel net scored a 78% recognition if a 5 sample deviation of the target is
allowed.

In simulation 3 we use the same training patterns, however now these patterns
are distorted with noise (stdv is 0.7). All the levels are without hidden nodes.
The test patterns are the same as in the previous simulations, however here
noise is introduced also (stdv is 0.7).
The funnel net scored a 100% recognition if a 5 sample deviation of the target is
allowed.

In simulation 4, 200 training patterns with noise (stdv is 0.3) are used.
The funnel net of stage 2 has 4 hidden nodes in the levels 4,5 and 6. Stage 1
has no hidden nodes.
Test set 1 consists of 50 patterns with noise (stdv is 0.7). Test set 2 is the same,
however the noise is less (stdv is 0.3).
The funnel net scored on both test patterns the same 86% if a 5 sample devia
tion of the target is allowed.

In the next simulations, batch mode learning is turned oft' because it turned out
to be very slow in learning.

In simulation 5, 150 training pattems without noise are used. Here the com
pression of the data is 87,5% with DCT.
Both stages of the funnel net have no hidden nodes.
Test set 1 consists of 100 patterns with much noise (stdv is 1).
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The funnel net scored 89%.

Simulation 6 uses 150 patterns without noise as training data.
The funnel net of stage 1 has no hidden nodes. In stage 2 we have 4 hidden
nodes in level 1,2 and 3. We have 4 hidden nodes in layer 1 and 2 hidden nodes
in layer 2 in level 4,5 and 6. And 5 hidden nodes in layer 1 and 2 hidden nodes
in layer 2 in'layer 7 and 8.

The test set 1 consists of 50 patterns without noise.
The test set 2 consists of 50 patterns with noise (stdv is 0.7) and extra latency
shift and amplitude noise (both stdv is 0.7).
The test set 3 consists of 50 patterns with noise (stdv is 1)

The performance of the funnel net on test pattern 1 was 100% with a deviation
of only 2 samples. On test pattern 2 the funnel net performed 88% with an
deviation of 5 samples.
The score on test pattern 3 is 91% (deviation is 5 samples).
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Table 5.1 Simulation 1
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Table 5.3 Simulation 3
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~able 5.6 Simulation 5
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Table 5.7 Simulation 6
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When we allow the funnel net to make an error of 5 samples (1 ms) with
respect to the exact target value, then one can see that simulations 3 and 6
both funnel nets with noisy input data did perform weB (about 88% recog
nition).
The funnel net of simulation 3 has no hidden node structures and less variation
in the latency error distribution. Therefore one might conclude that a simple
perceptron is powerful enough for solving the AEP problem (when the percep
tron is a building part of a funnel net).
In this study the effect of less compressed neT could not be studied completely.
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This because of the fact that the personal computer was not able to load neural
nets with more than 74 inputs ( less then 75% DCT compression). Further one
can see that the number of discarded nodes per layer of the first funnel net
stage (DCT input data) does not have to be a multiple of the DCT coefficients.

It is also worth noting that the funnel did perform weIl ( about 89%) with very

noisy input (stdv 1 in simulation no. 5) data and with noiseless input data.

The fact that the funnel nets with hidden node structures could not improve
performance with respect to perceptron based nets is probably caused by the
fact that nets with hidden nodes need more learning steps.

In the last two simulations (simulations 5 and 6) batchmode learning is turned
ofl'. The neural net weights are modified after every pattern presented and
every iteration.
This is done here because the batchmode learning did not converge to small
output errors. In some cases batch mode training is much slower than the
iterative training.

All simulations did take place with stylistic input data. How the funnel net
performs on real AEPs should be studied in further research.
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6.Conclusions and recommendations

6.1 Relation between middle latency AEP and anaesthetic
depth.

The short literature review mentioned in this report can be used to give insight
in the expected relation between the anaesthetic depth and the AEP.
It is seen here that the latencies of the Pa and Nb peaks increase during
anaesthesia. Also, the amplitudes of the Pa and Nb peaks become smaller when
anaesthetics are administered.
Therefore, one can expect that the peaks Pa and Nb can be indicators of the
anaesthetic depth.
However, one wants to have an anaesthetic depth monitor independent of the
drugs used. Because not all the effects of drugs on the Pa and Nb peaks of the
AEP have been studied, more research on this subject has to be done.

6.2 Datareduction with DCT on the AEP

The Discrete Cosine Transform can reduce the number of data points that
represent noisy AEPs up to one half without much information loss conceming
the characteristic peaks in the middle latency part. In the brainstem part
however, the characteristic peaks are changed in latency and amplitude. When
increasing the reduction level much more information is lost.
In this report the reduction is done up to 87.5% of the original data. Here the
information in the brainstem part of the AEP is lost. The middle latency part of
the AEP is only corrupted in a minor way: the higher frequency parts are
filtered away (inc1uding the noise), but this is not of great concern because the
middle latency part of the AEP has a low frequency content.

6.3 Recognition of peak Pa with the extended funnel net

The extended funnel net is capable of finding the latency of peak Pa in two
steps.

First, a funnel net tries to determine where the peak Pa is located in a DCT
compressed AEP. In the performed simulations only one or two coefficients were
left of original 8 coefficients per signal part( 37 parts). Therefore, the location of
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the peak can not be more accurate than 8 samples. Although one would expect
the funnel net to have a difficult task in finding this peak Pa in the compressed
AEP, which is not a continuous time signal, the funnel net performed well.

Second, a funnel net tries to find the offset to the estimated latency of peak Pa.
A window is placed on the signal in the neighbourhood of the estimated latency
and the contents of this window is used as an input to the second funnel net.
The simulations showed that the results scored were very promising.
Simulation 1 scored a 100% on noiseless stylistic evoked potentials. Simulation
6 scored a 100% on noiseless stylistic AEPs. On very noisy stylistic input data
simulation 6 scored 88% to 91%.
Therefore, the Funnel net of simulation 6 with 100% performance on noiseless
stylistic evoked potentials and 88% performance on very distorted stylistic AEPs
is recommended as a neural net for research on real AEPs.

If a funnel net is trained with stylistic input data only, the performance for Pa
recognition could be a 100% on stylistic AEPs. When applying noisy input data
as a training pattern, the funnel net could perform in some cases equivalent (a
100% in simulation 3) but mostly a bit less (88%-91%).

The funnel net can learn to handle input data that is not strictly time con
tinuous (nCT 75% compression).

Because the AEP has many different 'looks' we recommend to make clusters of
AEPs that look alike and train for each of these clusters another extended
Funnel net.
This way of pattern recognition should perform better because the clustered
AEPs have now less variation and a funnel net should have less problems with
learning their characteristics. This way of pattern recognition with the funnel
net can then probably be a key for the solving of the AEP problem.
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Appendix A. Abbreviations

AEP auditory evoked potential
EEG electroencephalogram
neT discrete eosine transform

KLT Karhunen-Loéve transform
MLP multi-Iayer perceptron
MSE mean square error
WHT Wals-Hadamard transform
XOR exclusive or
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